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if you want a file manager with
a clean and simple interface
but still with lots of features,
optimal file manager is the

app for you. it supports
multiple file managers, such as

an efs manager, a photo
manager, and others. there is
also a cloud storage manager,
password management, and
support for both internal and
external storage. for those

who want to get their hands
dirty, the app also provides a

command-line version for
advanced users. the best all-
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round file manager file
explorer classic is back in the

play store. the app has a clean
and simple design and follows
material design guidelines. it
also provides support for both
internal and external storage.
additionally, the app has the
standard file management

tools, including a file manager,
file explorer, file manager
gallery, and more. it also

includes features for managing
photos, videos, contacts, and

messages. in addition, the app
supports dual-pane view,

tabbed browsing, and more.
theres a native file manager
and an external file manager
that supports ftp and cloud

services. theres also a built-in
zip manager, a built-in text
editor, a built-in shell script

executor, and more.
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additionally, there is also a
built-in trash bin that can help

you recover accidentally
deleted files. there are also a
series of extensions that can
be installed on your files, and

you can also backup your apps
using the built-in app backup
tool. however, file explorer

classic lacks several features,
such as efs management,

album management, and file
sharing. theres also a lack of
support for the new android 9
features, such as systemless
and file picker, and the app

lacks multi-user support.
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huawei file manager is a great
file manager app with a well
thought out and modern ui, a

plethora of features, and a
custom usb otg driver. it was
surprisingly easy to set up. it
requires android 4.4 kitkat or

higher and works on most
devices with that version.

while not as smooth as other
file managers, it has a very

simple and easy to use
interface. if youre looking for
an open source file manager,
you might want to check out

the holoeverywhere unified file
manager or frog soft file

manager. both of these apps
are more like total commander

than a typical file manager,
and they have more than
enough features for any
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android user. although huweap
file manager supports a large
number of file formats, it does
not include a pdf editor or any
other document viewer. the

app also lacks advanced text
formatting options. if you want

to edit and create pdfs, you
can use a good pdf editor like
pdftron pdf editor or pdfbox.

for more advanced text editing
options, you can try pdfviewer
or anjlab text editor. huawei
file manager has a clean and
modern ui with a nice tree-

style structure, a custom usb
otg driver, and support for
most file formats. its not as

powerful as total commander,
but it does a good job of

handling the basics. when you
open or switch to a folder, it

expands to show the files
inside, so you always know
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where you are. huawei file
manager is the best file

manager app on android right
now. it includes a very clean
and modern ui, a powerful

search function, a custom usb
otg driver, a built-in text

editor, a web browser, and
more. it supports most file

formats and is easy to use. the
app is well designed, easy to
navigate, and it has a clean

and modern ui that will appeal
to anyone. 5ec8ef588b
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